The second AT line is follow-
One of the FBI's camps-
A real self-serving note
In dated retrieval lists.
A camp with #63
Miss date: June 25, 1973
Return to meeting with
RFR on July 16, 1973
(whom with #70 B M'o
works in conjunction with RFR)
and with Ist remaining audience
int 64' from B Belmar 7/16/73
(whom in #64 maintaining conference to
what did not occur w/RFR meeting
in Jones, Not-Hantasy.
Memorandum

To: Mr. Belmont

From: C. A. Evans

Date: October 21, 1963

Subject: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. SECURITY MATTER - COMMUNIST

COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS

The Attorney General spoke to me with reference to our memorandum of October 18, 1963, recommending a technical surveillance on the office of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference at Atlanta, Georgia. It is noted that last week the Attorney General authorized similar coverage on the residence of Martin Luther King, Jr., President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.

The Attorney General is apparently still vacillating in his position as to technical coverage on Martin Luther King and his organization, it being recalled that he had initially suggested such coverage and then changed his mind and felt it might be advisable.

The Attorney General said that he is still uncertain in his own mind about this coverage. I reminded him of our previous conversation, wherein he was assured that all possible would be done to insure the security of this operation.

The Attorney General advised that he was approving the October 18, 1963, memorandum but asked that this coverage and that on King's residence be evaluated at the end of 30 days in light of the results secured so that the continuance of these surveillances could be determined at that time. This will be done.

The original of our October 18, 1963, memorandum was handed to me by the Attorney General. It is attached hereto.